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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we briefly review the connection between subband coding, wavelet approximation and general cornpression problems. Wavelet or subband coding is successful in compression applications partly because of the good
approximation properties of wavelets. First, we revisit some rate-distortion bounds for wavelet approximation of
piecewise smooth functions. We contrast these results with rate-distortion bounds achievable using oracle based
methods. We indicate that such bounds are achievable in practice using dynamic programming. Finally, we conclude
with an outlook on open questions in the area of compression and representations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Subband coding is a speech compression technique dating from the late 7O', and was generalized to images'9'2'
and video8 in the 80's. The introduction of wavelets6 was soon followed by the recognition that they have a close
connection to subband coding.9 By now, subband coding of images using a wavelet-like decomposition are very
popular.'7 As a measure of success of these methods, we can mention that the JPEG-2000 image compression
standard (currently in the making) will very likely be based on wavelet decompositions.
So, are wavelets a magic tool, a silver bullet for a whole range of problems, from approximation to compression?
The answer is certainly not so simple. Clearly, an alternative signal representation to local Fourier analysis was
long overdue, and wavelets are such an alternative. In particular, they are able to perform both a local and a global
analysis of a signal. Thus, wavelets are well suited for the analysis of piecewise smooth signals, for which Fourier
bases are lacking.
Let us briefly recall the approximation properties of wavelet bases, concentrating on the orthonormal case for
simplicity.'8"0 Given a wavelet with N zero moments (or N zeros at w = 0) then
1.

The wavelet is of length at least 2N —

1.

2. Polynomials up to degree N — 1 have vanishing inner products with the wavelet at all scales.
3. Polynomials up to degree N — 1 are reproduced by linear combination of the scaling function.

4. At singular points (e.g. from one polynomial piece to the next) , at most 2N — 1 wavelet coefficients differ from
zero at each scale.

As will be reviewed below, this leads to efficient non-linear approximation schemes for piecewise polynomial
functions in wavelet bases.
However, such non-linear approximation power is only one side of the compression tapestry, the other one being

the bitrate consumed by this non-linear approximation scheme. Therefore, in the section below, we review the
compression problem in detail, showing how it lives at the intersection of several fields.
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2. THE COMPRESSION PROBLEM
Let us review what is the kernel problem in compression. Compression is the trade-off between description complexity
and approximation quality. Given an object of interest, or a class of objects, one studies this trade-off by choosing

a representation (e.g. an orthonormal basis) and then deciding how to describe the object parsimonously in the
representation. Such a parsimonous representation typically involves approximation.
For a function described with respect to an orthonormal basis, only a subset of basis vectors might be used (subspace approximation) and the coefficients used in the expansion are approximated (quantization of the coefficients).
Thus, both the subspace approximation and the coefficient quantization contribute to the approximation error. More
formally, for a function f in L2(R) for which {p,-} is an orthonormal basis, we have the approximate representation:

j=>:a
nEl

(1)

â=Q{<2,f>]

(2)

where I is an index subset and Q{.] is a quantization function, like for example the rounding to the nearest multiple
of a quantization step A:

&=Q[a]=A ([j +).

(3)

Usually, the approximation error is measured by the L2 norm, or squared distortion

e=JJf-fIJ

(4)

While there is a lot of debate about the relevance of the L2 norm for practical schemes, e.g. where human viewers
are involved, it is still the most commonly used norm, and one of the few for which quantitative results are possible.
The description complexity corresponds to describing the index set I, as well as describing the quantized coefficients an. The description complexity is usually called the rate R, corresponding to the number of binary digits (or
bits) used.
Therefore the approximation f of f leads to a rate-distortion pair (R, ), indicating one possible trade-off between
description complexity and approximation error.
The example just given, despite its simplicity, is quite powerful and actually used in practical compression
standards.
It also raises the following questions7:
Qi: What are classes of objects of interest and for which the rate-distortion trade-off can be well understood?
Q2: If approximations are done in bases, what are good bases to use?
Q3: How to choose the index set and the quantization?
Q4: Are there objects for which approximation in bases is suboptimal?
Historically, 1 has been addressed by the information theory community in the context of rate-distortion theory.
Shannon posed the problem in his 1948 landmark paper.15 and proved rate-distortion results in his 1959 paper.'6
The classic book by Berger' is still a reference on the topic. Yet, rate-distortion theory has been mostly concerned
with exact results within an asymptotic framework (the so-called large blocksize assumption together with random
coding arguments) . Thus, only particular processes (e.g. jointly Gaussian processes) are amenable to this exact
analysis. But the framework has been used extensively, in particular in its operational version (when practical
schemes are involved), see for example.'2 It is to be noted that rate-distortion analysis covers all cases (e.g. small
rates with large distortions) and that the case of very fine approximation (or very large rates) is usually easier but
less useful in practice.
The second question has a simple answer, based on rate-distortion theory, in the stationary jointly Gaussian
case. Then, the canonical basis is the Karhunen-Loève basis, and a procedure called reverse waterfilling leads to
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the optimal behavior. Yet, not all things in life are jointly Gaussian, and that is where wavelets come into play.
For processes which are piecewise smooth (e.g. images), the abrupt changes are well captured by wavelets, and
the smooth or stationary parts are efficiently represented by coarse approximations using scaling functions. Both
practical algorithms (e.g. the EZW algorithm of Shapiro17 and theoretical analysis thereof3"1) have shown the
power of approximation within a wavelet basis.
An alternative is to search large libraries of orthonormal bases, based for example on binary subband coding
trees. This leads to wavelet packets4 and algorithms for rate-distortion optimal solutions.'4
The third question is more complex than it looks at first sight. If there was no cost associated with describing
the index set, then clearly I should be the set {n} such that

< n,f >nEI < rn,f > mI

(5)

But when the rate for I is accounted for, it might be more efficient to use a fixed set I for a class of objects.
For example, in the jointly Gaussian case, the optimal procedure chooses a fixed set of Karhunen-Loève basis
vectors (namely those corresponding to the largest eigenvalues) and spends all the rate to describe the coefficients
with respect to these vectors. Note that a fixed subset corresponds to a linear approximation procedure (before
quantization, which is itself non-linear) while choosing a subset as in (5) is a non-linear approximation method.
It is easy to come up with examples of objects for which non-linear approximation is far superior to linear
approximation. Consider a step function on [0, 1], where the step location is uniformly distributed on [0, 1]. Take
the Haar wavelet basis as an orthonormal basis for [0, 1] . It can be verified that the approximation error using M
terms is of the order
(6)
L 1/M
for the linear case, while it is of the order

NL '' -M

for non-linear approximation using the M largest terms. However, this is only the first part of the rate distortion
story, since we still have to describe the M chosen terms.
This rate distortion analysis takes into account that a certain number of scales J have to be represented, and at
The
each scale, the coefficients require a certain number of bits. This split leads to a number of scales J .'
error is the sum of errors of each scale, each of which is of the order
Together, we get:
.

DNL(R) v2'

(8)

is quantized by itself (so-called scalar quanThe quantization question is relatively simple if each coefficient
tization) . Quantizing several coefficients together (or vector quantization) improves the performance, but increases
complexity. Usually, if a "good" basis is used and complexity is an issue, scalar quantization is the preferred method.

The fourth question is a critical one. While approximation in orthonormal bases are very popular, they cannot
be the end of the story. Just as not every stochastic process is gaussian, not all objects will be well represented in an
orthonormal basis. In other words, fitting a linear subspace to arbitrary objects is not always a good approximation.
But even for objects where basis approximation does well, some other approximation method might do much better.
In our step function example studied earlier, a simple minded coding of the step location and the step value leads to
a rate-distortion behavior
(9)
D'(R) 2-c'R
The difference between wavelet and direct approximation of piecewise polynomial signals is investigated in13 to
which we refer for further details.
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3. DISCUSSION
The above example shows that a generic compression scheme based on wavelets can be quite suboptimal when it
comes to a specific class of objects like piecewise polynomial functions. So while wavelet schemes do much better
than a global Fourier method (where the non-linear approximation behavior would be quite poor because of the
singular points), they are not the ultimate answer either.
Another topic of importance is the generalization to higher dimensions, e.g. for two-dimensional functions like
images. There, piecewise smooth means singularities like edges, ridges etc. These are singular in one direction
(across the edge) but regular in the other (along the edge) . Now, two-dimensional wavelets which are essentially
cross-products of one-dimensional ones are suited for point singularities, but not edge singularities. Thus, new
constructions are necessary, like for example ridgelets.2 However, rate-distortion behaviors of such schemes are not
known, and thus, many questions remain open for compression of two-dimensional objects.
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